
CEW and�
Wrapping Quotations

Introduction 



Last Year you talked about 
Flow-Map 

Claim 

Evidence 

Warrant 

Intro à Thesis (argumentative, responds to 
the prompt 

Conclusion: Wraps-up the paper, Warrants all of the 
arguments to tie them to the bigger picture 



Paragraph- Each like a mini essay 

!   Tie the evidence back to the paragraph’s 
claim and to the paper’s overarching 

thesis. (Warrant) (The “so what?”) 

!   Bring in evidence that 
supports the claim.  

!   Start the paragraph with a claim. 
Not summary, but a sub-argument that 
is a closer look at one components of 
your thesis’ argument.   



Paragraph- Each like a mini essay 

!   Tie the whole paragraph back to 
the essay’s main claim. (Warrant) 

!   Bring in evidence that supports the sub-
claim 
!   Can use some summary to transition to 

the evidence.  
!   Evidence should be specific. 
!   Explain the evidence and how it 

connects to the claim 

!   Start the paragraph with a claim.  
!   Should delve deeper into a segment of the 

main essay’s claim 
!   Should be arguable/strong claim (not 

summary) 



Whole Paper 
!   Introduction 

!   Hook à bridge to your MAIN Thesis 
!   Contain author’s name and title of the work.  

!   Body Paragraph One 
!   Claim 
!   Evidence  
!   Warrant  à Wrap back to your claim/overarching paper thesis 

!   Body Paragraph Two 
!   Transition from body paragraph #1 into 2nd sub-claim 
!   Evidence 
!   Warrant  à Wrap back to your claim/overarching paper thesis 

!   Body Paragraph Three 
!   Transition from body paragraph #2 into 3rd sub-claim 
!   Evidence 
!   Warrant à Wrap back to your claim/overarching paper thesis 

!   Conclusion 
!   Wrap all of your arguments back to your MAIN CLAIM 



Claim-Evidence-Warrant 
 

You can’t expect that 
your reader will 
understand/see how 
your evidence 
supports your 
argument.  You must 
directly explain how 
the quotation or 
evidence supports 
your claim.   

 



Claim = the argument you are making in a paragraph 
!   Topic sentence, provides focus for your paragraph 
!   Mini-thesis for the paragraph 

Evidence = support, quotation or paraphrase 
!   It’s what you offer as proof of your claim 
!   Illustrates, proves, shows, an example of, etc. 
!   There can be multiple pieces of evidence (that all support the 

paragraph’s claim) in the same paragraph 
!   Summary is NOT evidence 

Warrant = explanation of evidence (This is where the 
ANALYSIS happens) 

!   How the evidence supports, proves, establishes the claim 
!   This is THE MOST IMPORTANT PART of your writing; it’s 

where we get to see your thinking 
!   You state what the quotation is there to do 

Claim-Evidence-Warrant 
“CEW” 



Practice Scenario: Court Scene 

!   It is November 1st. Last night, Sylvia and Tanner went trick-
or-treating with their parents. They had bags and bags of 
Halloween candy leftover, tucked safely in the kitchen 
cabinet on the top shelf before the children left for school 
that morning. However, at 6PM today, their mother found 
the candy missing. Gone. Khattam-shud.  

!   Who stole the candy?  

!   Tanner is trying to prove that it was Sylvia. How should he 
phrase his argument?  



Sample Tanner Response 

!   Thesis: Sylvia stole the Halloween candy.  

!   What? How do you know? 

!   Claim: One of the reasons we know Sylvia must be the culprit is 
because of the time of the crime.  

!   Evidence: Sylvia gets done with school at 3PM.  

!   Warrant: Therefore, she would get home around 3:30PM, when no 
one else was home.  

!   Evidence: I, Tanner, arrived home with mom and dad at 5:30PM, but 
we were unloading the car from his soccer match.  

!   Warrant: Therefore, we all knew where the three of us were and 
couldn’t have stolen the candy.  

!   Considering that no one else was home, and Sylvia was home for 2 ½ 
hours on her own, she is the only possible culprit.  



Example from Haroun: 

Essay Main Claim: Rushdie reveals through his novel that the 
purpose of untrue stories is to teach life lessons.  

Contrary to popular belief, in addition to just teaching children 
lessons, Rushdie reveals that untrue stories can also teach 
adults lessons. In Haroun and the Sea of Stories, Rashid 
tells a story to the people of the Valley of K. Although to 
them this is a fantastical and made-up story, they still glean 
meaning from it by connecting the villain in the story to the 
real-life politician on stage. After hearing the story and 
learning from it that even when the odds look impossible, a 
small group of “good” people can overthrown “bad” 
people, they run the politician out of town. Through the 
book, Rushdie shows readers that adults, like children, can 
learn lessons from untrue stories that can be applied to their 
real lives, which make stories a useful and powerful, tool. 

 



Example from Haroun: 

Main Essay Claim: Untrue stories are better at teaching 
hope than true stories.  

At the beginning of the story, Haroun and his father are 
happy until one day when Haroun’s mother leaves. 
After that day, Haroun and his father are unhappy 
until they regain their ability to enjoy and tell stories. 
Once Haroun ventures to the Sea of Stories and sees 
how important untrue stories are, he fights to save 
them. He comes to find hope in a happy ending for his 
own story only after saving the untrue stories, which 
shows how untrue stories are needed for hope to exist.  

How could this be improved? 
 



Questions about CEW 

•  “Can I use more than one CEW in a paragraph.”  
•  Your paragraph should have one big picture claim. You may use several pieces of 

evidence to support this claim, but EACH piece of evidence NEEDS a warrant.  

•  “But I have a sentence after my warrant, doesn’t that count?” 
•  No, because a “warrant” explains the evidence (quote), so if you have a sentence 

after your quote that just simply moves on with the paper and never analyzes the 
quote for your reader, then you don’t have a warrant.  

•  “But I have the CEW, why is it still wrong?” 
•  You need to be relating your CEW to your MAIN CLAIM. The CEW in your 

paragraphs is supporting the bigger picture claim of your whole paper.  

•  “Does every piece of evidence need a warrant?” 
•  Yes 

•  “What if my warrant comes before the quote?” 
•  That is fine, but afterwards you still need to transition (connect that evidence) to 

your next idea.  

 



Wrapped Quotations

When including a quotation in your writing, you 
must connect the quotation to your own words.  This 
means embedding the quotation in your own words.  
You cannot have a quotation stand alone as its own 
complete sentence.   
 



What you should do to WRAP your 
quotes (No Free-Standing Quotes): 

 Ex. #1 - These methods show that they understand the first law of 
ecology that “everything is connected to everything 
else” (Commoner 2). 

Ex. #2 - Plotkin observes, “Over thousands of years, through a method 
of trial and error, indigenous tribes have built up a storehouse of 
knowledge about native vegetation” (10).   

E. #3- He observes the Indians “ingenious” use of palms for things 
like “combs,” some structural support for their homes, and for 
“fishing hooks” (Plotkin 98).  

In this book, since we’re only referencing Hogan, you can not include 
her name in the citation IF you mention her name in the same 
sentence (as shown above in Example #2). Since #3 does not use 
Plotkin’s name in the sentence, it appears in the citation.  

 

 



What you should NOT do: 
 

Ex. #3 –In the story the panther represents the Taiga people 
themselves. “It has broken teeth, and fleas and ticks 
are still escaping the lifeless body.  I can see its ribs. 
‘It was hungry,’ I say, and around its neck, the fur is 
all flattened, and it looks nearly gone, worn 
away” (Hogan 69).  This describes how the panther 
looked when it was killed but it shows more than that.  
The panther is showing that the Taiga people are 
withering away.  Not in the same sense that the 
panther was starving but in the way that the amount of 
people accepting the traditional ways are thinning out.   

 

*In this example, the writer is relying on the sentence preceding the quotation 
to introduce it.  How would you “wrap” this quotation? 

 



 In the story the panther represents the Taiga people themselves. “It has 
broken teeth, and fleas and ticks are still escaping the lifeless body.  
I can see its ribs. ‘It was hungry,’ I say, and around its neck, the fur 
is all flattened, and it looks nearly gone, worn away” (Hogan 69).  
This describes how the panther looked when it was killed but it shows more than that.  
The panther is showing that the Taiga people are withering away.  Not in the same sense 
that the panther was starving but in the way that the amount of people accepting the 
traditional ways are thinning out.   

 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

 __________________________________________________________________ 

  

 

 



Ex. #4 – An important area in the book is after the trial at Kili 
when Omishto decides to stop going to school.  “I thought 
about what I was learning there: isosceles triangles, pronouns, 
false history.  With that in mind, one day I decided not to go.  
Because it didn’t mean anything to me anymore” (Hogan 
211). 

•  In this example, the writer is again relying on the sentence before to “count” as its 
introduction.  But if I were to remove the quotation, I wouldn’t have any way to 
know that there is a key support/quotation is missing.  If it were connected to the 
writer’s own words, there would be half a sentence there and I could 
PHYSICALLY see that something is missing here.  How could you fix it? 

______________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

 ______________________________________________________________ 

 ______________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 


